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Board of Directors Report to the 2013 Annual General Meeting
The year 2013 marks the 35th anniversary for the Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre
(DEWC). During its 35 years in operation, the Centre has provided a safe place for
women and children, together with practical support, basic necessities and nutritious
meals on a daily basis. The Centre supports women as they strive to make positive
changes in their lives, and refers them to appropriate resources in the community.
A key area of focus for the Board of Directors over the past year was to consider further
changes in the management structure and staffing of the organization. At the last
Annual General Meeting, it was reported that due to the resignation of the Centre
Coordinator, some changes had been made to the staffing structure with a view to
creating a more sustainable environment to ensure the ongoing viability of the Centre.
However, the new Centre Coordinator, who was introduced at least year’s AGM,
resigned from the position providing feedback which led to the determination that
more significant changes were needed to the management structure of the
organization in order to achieve long term sustainability.
After consultation with various stakeholders , and with the feedback of former staff
and/or Board members who were invited to participate in the discussions, the Board
approved additional changes to the management structure, such that DEWC now has:
an Executive Director with overall responsibility and accountability for running the
Centre; an Associate Director who handles many of the day-to-day responsibilities
previously vested in the Centre Coordinator role and who can fulfill the role of the
Executive Director in her absence; a Fund Development Coordinator whose sole focus is
on fundraising and contract management; and Program Managers (Drop-In Manager,
Kitchen Manager, and Shelter Manager). The Board was pleased to welcome Alice
Kendall back as a full-time employee in the capacity of Executive Director, and to hire
Anastasia Hendry into the role of Associate Director.
At its first meeting following the 2012 AGM, the Board struck a Strategic Planning
committee to determine the direction that is needed to ensure that the Centre
continues to serve the women and children of the community well, and is appropriately
positioned to continue to respond to the diverse demands upon its resources. The
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Committee has used the survey information, compiled last year by an external
consultant on a pro-bono (ie. no charge) basis, as the foundation for moving forward.
In addition to Board representation, all other stakeholders (such as staff, volunteers
and members) are represented.
Other items of note over the past year:
 The Centre suffered some significant challenges as a result of a flood in the fall of
2012. Although damage was significant, the Centre was able to continue operating
during the restoration process.
 The kitchen received its first ever “A” star rating from the city health inspector.
 There has been a considerable focus on listening to the concerns of women through
a variety of sources (for example, Women’s Voices, volunteer meetings, and the
suggestion box) and responding with changes where appropriate.
 In response to concerns that have been raised by women in the past, the drop in
program has focused on fairness and consistency to all women who use the Centre.
 The Centre participated in, and/or hosted, a number of events throughout the year,
including Aboriginal Day, the Scotiabank Run, volunteer camping trip and various
Christmas activities.
We would like to thank all of the Centre volunteers, without whom we would not be
able to effectively deliver the many programs that our members count on each and
every day.
The Board looks forward to continuing to work with all stakeholders to ensure an
ongoing focus on optimal use of the resources available to us in order to sustain and
improve the lives of our members and their families

Report from Management
The Management and Administrative Team of the Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre
have again seen some significant changes in this past year. Although early in the
transition to a revised management structure, the capacity to take on priorities has
increased significantly. Although changes can be challenging, increasing and
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developing the management and administrative team also brings the benefit of new
energy and ideas, to move DEWC forward.
In line with the feedback from the strategic planning process, we have focused on
increasing programming opportunities for women. This year we are happy to have
added a programming position to the staffing complement. In addition, with the
support and advice from the DEWC Elders Group, we have built upon the cultural
programming within the Centre. This year Elders and other women participated in and
facilitated many activities and events including making regalia, drum making, beading,
attending the elder conference, and hosting National Aboriginal Day at DEWC.
We would like to thank the Centre Volunteers who undertake an enormous amount of
work to ensure the operations of DEWC. Without the dedication and commitment of
the volunteer women, we would not be able to provide the services and programs that
we do. We recognize that many of the volunteers live in extremely challenging
circumstances including poverty and homelessness, yet consistently show up to
contribute to making a safe space for women and to ensuring that DEWC remains
reflective of our mission and purpose.
We continue to work along with many other community partners to support and
participate in the February 14th Annual Memorial March. We stand with many others to
raise awareness about the extreme and on-going violence perpetrated against women
in this community, and to challenge the apathy of those in positions to exert influence
or change. We have participated in the Women Safety Mapping process, which will be
releasing its report in the next couple of months.
We send a special thank you to the Board of Directors. This year there has been
consistent membership on the board which really supports the work of the DEWC. We
really appreciate the dedication and hard work of each and every board member.
We would like to thank DEWC staff who continue to provide essential service within a
very challenging environment. Although incredibly busy, chaotic, and stretched for
resources, DEWC staff works with commitment and generosity.
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Finally, a thank you to all the women who access the Centre for contributing in so many
ways to make it the special and unique space that it is. Every day DEWC members are
supporting staff or other women: helping to clean up; reaching out to women in
distress; sharing food with women who come in hungry; and laughing, joking, singing –
creating a welcoming and safe space.

The Elders
The Elders are the heart and soul of the Centre. They provide us direction, wisdom and
instill in us traditional values, customs and tradition. They are involved in every aspect
of the centre and are involved in healing, art, activism, and other programs. They are a
source of encouragement in our emotional, physical, spiritual and mental growth. The
centre has a sense of family and our elders are approachable, always ready to listen,
supportive and comforting. They never hesitate to support and encourage the women
of the centre.
The role of our Elders is to oversee the work of the Centre to ensure we operate in a
positive, relevant and sensitive way. Our elders are integral to the centre and they
meet every week with Carol Martin on Friday evenings. When they come together they
share a meal, talk about culture, tradition, and the organization. Our elders are wise
and observant, and work with the Board to set the direction of the organization.
Many of the Elders are also volunteers, and, along with the members, volunteers and
staff, ensure nutritious meals are served to the over 300 women and children, groups
and programs each day. We put our hands up to all the women of DEWC who offer
services to help as many people as possible.
The Healing Circle is held on Thursday evenings and many of our elders attend. The
Healing Circle is a safe and caring environment where all can express their feelings and
areas of concern. The traditional talking circle and talking feather ensure that all in the
group are heard in a respectful way. Sage, cedar, tobacco and sweetgrass permeate
the centre and the sweet odour brings serenity and connection.
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Many elders attend the Elders Group on Friday evenings. It has been a busy year with
Aboriginal Elders attending the Elders Gathering in Prince George, Memorial March,
and participating in various groups at the Centre. They come together once a week for
Elders Group. This year they have participated in many cultural activities such as visual
art, making hand drums, and creating North West Coast regalia, jewelry and
leatherwork. They hosted Aboriginal day this past June. The Centre was the scene of
the event and all who attended were treated to a feast filled with Aboriginal culture
and protocol. The Elders worked very hard to make traditional give away gifts for all
who attended. Elders sang, shared their culture, and were entertained by Sandy
Scofield. It was truly a beautiful event.

Peer Support Program
The Drop-In space is the physical and emotional heart of the centre. It provides a safe
gathering place for women and children 7 days a week, and for some it is the only place
a woman can feel a measure of safety. Peer Support staff are there to support and
integrate the policies and mandate of the DEWC; to empower women to carry on the
culture of the Centre; and to build a safe community within the DEWC Drop-In space.
The relationship between the women and the Peer Support staff is integral to the DropIn Centre and Peer Support is proud to have trusting relationships with the woman of
the Centre.
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The Peer support program offers a variety of services and resources and seeks to
empower women to achieve and recognize with confidence that they can move
forward in life. Some of the basic services provided at the centre are clothing, toiletries,
safe showers and bathrooms, computer and telephone access as well as social,
recreational and cultural activities.
Peer Support staff are present on the floor of the Drop-In to facilitate women’s access
to services, to ensure that the Drop-In space is a safe environment, and to provide
adequate information and referral to in-centre advocates or other services.
The number of women accessing the centre and its services this year has increased. A
slow day sees over 150 women and an average day sees over 300 women. Essential
services and funding is decreasing, and when you factor in an increased lack of housing
and evictions and numerous other systemic issues women are faced with, the Drop-In
has expanded within our limited resources. We do this to ensure that the additional
women coming through the door on a daily basis have access to services and resources.

Kitchen Program
This past year has been busy as usual for the kitchen and of course we continue to
operate through the ups and downs. Adequate resources for the food program has
been an ongoing struggle. We have been fortunate this year receiving increased
donations of protein (meat), although that does account for constant change in the
menu.
The kitchen program is vital to DEWC and our members. We provide over 350
nutritional meals each day, including a daily lunch, breakfast twice a week, and meals
for evening groups. In addition, the kitchen program prepares the meals for the
emergency night shelter which serves over 120 evening meals, night soup, and
breakfast for over 60 women. On top of that, the Kitchen hosts special event meals
including Aboriginal Day, Christmas, Spring, Fall Dinners and a Summer BBQ serving
over 400 each time.
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If it was not for the volunteers we just wouldn’t be able to do it. Their help in all areas
and their spirit is what keeps us afloat. There is a total of 12 volunteer hours each day
in the kitchen. The volunteers are indispensable.
In order to respond to the every increasing demand on the kitchen program and to
support their work in ensuring adequate, quality food for women of the community,
DEWC created a Kitchen Manager position. The role of the kitchen manager includes
overseeing the operations of the program ensuring it is consistent with the mission and
mandate of DEWC; support staff and volunteers and developing policies and protocols
that respond to the needs and demands and ensure the smooth operations of the
kitchen, and work with donors to increase donations.

Emergency Night Shelter
The Emergency Night Shelter was initiated in November 2006, when a group of DTES
women “occupied” the DEWC during a period of extreme rain and storms. Women
were calling, as they had been for 20 years, for a 24-hour safe drop-in space. In
response, the province agreed to fund a temporary shelter which opened for 9 hours
each night. Again in 2011, as a result of the sexual assaults perpetrated against women
at a co-ed DTES shelter, women from the community organized again to demand a safe
24-hour space for women. The province committed to prioritize a 24-hour safe drop-in
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space, and in the process of pursuing this, agreed to additional funding to extend the
opening hours from 9 hours per night to 15 hours per night and 24 hours over the
weekends. The Shelter, located at 412 East Cordova, operates on a drop-in basis to
ensure minimal barriers to access. We open Monday to Friday 5:45pm to 8:45am and
24 hours on weekends and holidays.
The women accessing the shelter experience high levels of violence, homelessness,
addictions, and poverty to name a few of the challenges they face on a daily basis.
Many women come from other parts of the province and some from out of province,
with increased number of younger women accessing the service. A pressing issue is the
increased number of women with significant mental health issues yet lack of adequate
supports and services, making them particularly vulnerable on the street.
The DEWC emergency shelter provides a safe place for women of the DTES but is still
challenged by having to wake women and have them return to the street at 9am each
weekday morning. All DTES women are welcome to access the shelter; there are no
other criteria for entry other than being a woman. The shelter offers a safe place to
sleep, shower, do laundry, and have a hot nutritious meal, which includes breakfast and
dinner 7 days per week. Between 150 – 200 women access the shelter space each
night for food, shower, phone access, or respite from the street. Approximately 60
women per night sleep at the shelter.

Victim Services Program
The Victim Services program works with women who have been victims of serious
crimes, including sexual assault and violence in relationships. We provide emotional
support, crisis intervention, information about the criminal justice system, and
assistance with police reports, referrals to appropriate agencies; accompaniments to
hospitals, police, crown interviews and court; assistance with criminal injuries
compensation and victim impact statements; and liaise with the criminal justice system
personnel.
As well as providing individual support, the Victim Services program continues to
participate in many initiatives to bring attention to the violence and injustice
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experienced by women, particularly Aboriginal women, within the DTES of Vancouver.
This includes organizing and participating in the annual Feb 14 th Women’s Memorial
March, December 6 Day of Action, Sister Watch Committee, LAPP Committee, ALIVE,
Women’s Safety project, and speaking at various community gatherings and spaces. In
addition, the program hosts a weekly Healing Circle and Elders Committee.
Since the Commission of Public Inquiry ended (Missing and Murdered Women), there is
such a deep silence……the percentage of women going to court has gone down.
Women are silent and it is this silence that instills a sense of fear. Are they choosing to
be quieter or have they felt their voices or their lives are not worth it? Are they feeling
any sense of justice or a sense of hopelessness? Are they witnessing a form of
genocide that could very well mean their lives continue to be in jeopardy? Why the
sudden silence to charging someone who may have hurt them, intimidate them, or
harassed them? What is happening to the community as a whole since the public
inquiry set a ‘stage’ for what? Have we dealt with the public about their safety and has
it given them this sense of safety? So many questions but it is the deafening sense of
quietness that brings them on. Just how safe are the women? We have seen the toll
all these social problems have taken on our women’s and girls’ lives. With the many
years and lives of working down here……….we have worked with them, fed them, made
sure they had a safe place to eat, shower and clothe. But the years have seen the
increase of women who have died, and we have seen the devastating toll it has taken
on their lives, and so our work continues.
The resilience of women is incredible and the journey has enhanced our voices to bring
public awareness and to educate those who continue to judge them for surviving in a
world full of chaos and racism.
Many women in this community continue to deal with extreme violence not only within
their community, but at the hands of the police, their dealers, their companion, or
someone they know or owe money to. The many stories of survival continue to bring
strength not only to our presence in the community, but also to the voice of injustice.
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Housing Outreach Program
The Housing Outreach team at the Downtown Eastside Women’s Center works with
women in the community by assisting them to find and maintain safe, affordable, and
appropriate housing. The Outreach workers help with service referrals and advocacy, as
well as assisting women by taking them to housing interviews and appointments that
benefit each member in finding/maintaining housing. Some of the services we refer
women to are in-house advocates and victim services, as well as referring women to
outside outreach workers, councilors, obtaining identification cards, and referrals to
emergency shelters. Sometimes women just need to get basic necessities, such as
sheets and pillows for their home and we accommodate based on what we have
available.
We have strengthened our relationships this year with several Downtown Eastside
services and housing workers such as First United Housing, Vancouver Native Housing,
BC Housing, and Pacific Coast Apartments, to name a few. These relationships and good
reputation has helped many of our women find housing that is suitable for their needs
as well as safe. We have also had great success with using the St. Vincent De Paul
Society thrift store helping women who request furniture and household items.
This year alone has been particularly difficult in finding women appropriate housing
due to the rezoning being done by BC Housing as well as buildings losing funding
therefore needing to close their doors. There has also been a high volume of new
homeless women in the city seeking shelter and housing, but the lack of affordable
housing available has made this tricky. Also seen this year was the large amount of
senior women who were homeless and having difficulties getting into housing based on
their needs and the lack of home support that is available in the community. Some
senior services will not assist women who live in the Downtown Eastside, making
limitations on where we refer our women and where we seek assistance in housing the
senior women.
Concerns brought up of the women who come in to see Housing Outreach are the
unsafe hotels and Single Room Occupancies (SRO’s), where sexual violence, drug
using/dealing runs rampant. Women have voiced that the affordable housing is noisy
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due to activity/outside noise pollution. They express that landlords do not listen and
are often rude, and will not do proper maintenance on rooms/elevators etc. Also the
increase in women coming in with bed bugs or mice in their apartments has been more
apparent. The need for clean, affordable, and safe social housing is higher then ever

HIV Outreach Program
The primary goal of the HIV Outreach Program is to support women who are at risk or
are affected by HIV and AIDS by connecting them to supportive medical services and
community resources.
Our primary focus is on prevention, education, and healthy living strategies for women
affected by HIV or at risk living in the Downtown Eastside. An important aspect of the
program is to establish connections and networks with other community groups and
resources to ensure the best possible information and resources are available to
women. Many of the programs offered to people living with HIV are not used by
women living in the Downtown Eastside because there are multiple barriers in
accessing these programs, or they experience lack of safety or discrimination in the
process of accessing them. Our job is to ensure all women who need access to services
can do so, and prevent further isolation.
In our continued partnership with DAMS, we are generally able to reach about 80
women a night once a week; many of whom don’t use other services. We provide harm
reduction supplies, a light snack, referrals to services and supports, and (if a women is
in need) a ride to safety.
In the coming years, we look forward to building more relationships with women who
are living with HIV and learning from them on how to make the program better. We
are continuing to try assist women accessing different services and overcome barriers
that are clear and present when accessing these services. We would also like to
continue to challenge stigma surrounding women living with HIV.
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The HIV outreach program looks forward to creating more partnerships with other
organizations to enhance our programming for women who are positive. We continue
to organize trips to places that heal the soul, and work with peer groups so women
living with HIV can grow and learn together and from each other’s experience. Health
and wellness is at the top of our list, and creating a space and programs that are HIV
specific is our top priority.

Skills Development and Volunteer Program
The Skills Development Project facilitates self-empowerment and training for women
who reside in the Downtown Eastside. Intake sessions for women who access the
Centre and who wish to volunteer occur as positions become available. In addition to
working regular volunteer shifts, women participate in workshops on the topic of lifeskills development, health and safety, as well as certification programs, such as First Aid
and Food Safety. Some women participate in counselling programs offered by the
Centre, such as the Battered Women Support Services, Power of Women to Women
group, the Healing Circle, Community Kitchens and other support groups offered in the
community.
The volunteer program continues to be a vital part of the Women’s Centre. This year,
volunteers contributed over 13,127 hours to many of the Centre’s services and
programs including helping in the clothing room, reception, shelter and kitchen, as well
as working as peer counsellors, translators, volunteer store managers, workshop
facilitators, hiring committees, and at fundraising events. Volunteers also assist at
special events, including the Spring Dinner, Harvest Dinner, Summer BBQ and Christmas
events.
Volunteers continue to voice their concerns and provide input to DEWC at our monthly
meetings. Last year’s camping trip to Loon Lake was in September and 18 women
participated in this retreat. They are looking forward to going again this year.
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The program also hosts a variety of practicum students from UBC, UVIC, SFU, University
of the Fraser Valley, Langara, Sprott-Shaw, VCC, and CDI college. In addition, out of
area volunteers also support DEWC, donating their time and skills.

Chinese Seniors Outreach Program
This program serves about 200 Chinese seniors and is designed to reach out to isolated
seniors living in the DTES, many of which are disconnected from their families. The
types of issues they face daily include poverty, racism, ageism, isolation, mental health
issues, discrimination, domestic abuse, and conflicts arising from language barriers and
miscommunication.
The centre-specific programming has been developed to meet the needs of women
accessing this centre, and includes bi-monthly Peer Support Group meetings. During
these meetings possible programs and outings are identified. In collaboration with
various associations, workshops have been made possible on issues such as elder
abuse, falls prevention, diabetes etc. Other collaborations this year have resulted in
recent publications in Tyee, Sing Tao and local press interviewing the seniors of DEWC
to give insight into the difficulties that they quietly continue to endure, previously
unheard of and unnoticed. These collaborations are intended to create awareness of
the needs of these seniors who have survived through starvation, homelessness from
war-afflicted parts of China, and more current issues of family loss and health decline
while coping with inability to access regular governmental services on their own—all of
which require either French or English language abilities which they do not possess.
A significant systemic issue is a lack of Cantonese or Mandarin-speaking services within
the community, and consequently there is a large population of Chinese Senior women
who are not receiving basic services that are easily accessible other citizens. To
alleviate some of these difficulties, we assist them with housing, advocacy, hospital
accompaniments, as well as police incidents, often working closely with their families to
ensure their basic needs are closer to being met. Because the seniors themselves often
have Alzheimers and dementia, this population is rendered especially vulnerable.
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The outreach component of this program addresses tenancy issues, home care services,
outings, workshops and program activities. For instance, Vancouver Coastal Health has
limited resources, many seniors who wish to maintain their independence or privacy
are not eligible for residential housing even when their health is severely declined and
safety is a huge risk. The response is often “there’s just too many seniors in need”.
Moreover, these tenants often live in buildings managed by English-only speaking staff,
so that their tenancy needs are often neglected. Hence, being well-connected with
neighbours and friends become a necessity for daily living, which is what the outings
are designed to help establish.
The seniors’ most favorite weekly activity is the Community Kitchen Cooking program
wherein the seniors can utilize their cooking skills to create a cultural dish of their own
that they can share together, while accessing local stores for groceries. There are four
groups of approximately 20 people each and increasing, as more seniors join in and
establish friendships that last long after the program ends. In the words of one
Chinese senior, “when there is plenty of rice, we each get bowlfuls to be fed full. When
there is only enough rice to fill one bowl, then everyone gets one grain each, so that
when we are full we are full together, and when we are hungry, our bellies can still
laugh together as it rumbles.”
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Power of Women to Women Program
The Power of Women to Women program is now entering its 8th year and has been
enormously successful in reaching many of its objectives. Particularly, this program has
been very effective in facilitating opportunities for women of the community to speak
on their own behalf.
The Power of Women to Women is four-fold in its objectives:
1. To provide direct support and advocacy to women of the Centre as needed and
requested;
2. To address systemic issues in the neighbourhood by engaging broader society and
policy-makers—bringing voices directly to them so they can hear women’s
experiences and solutions;
3. Keeping up-to-date on all the changes happening in the neighourhood particularly
as they relate to policies and trends, for example the gentrification occurring within
the downtown eastside of Vancouver; and
4. Facilitating and supporting the Power of Women to Women group, (an incredibly
powerful, smart and brave group of women) who are passionate leaders for social
justice in the community.
The years’ Power of Women to Women program activities included: hosting
workshops on legal rights and health and healing; tracking and mapping gentrification
in the DTES; monthly POW column in the DTES East newspaper; participation in the
provincial BC Housing Coalition and Steering Committee; participation in the Annual
Women’s Memorial March Committee; following and speaking out against the sham
Missing Women’s Inquiry; meetings with international representatives on housing
[un]affordability and issues facing the DTES; workshops and outings to support those
opposed to Enbridge pipeline; the annual housing march with the continued call for
more social housing and rent controls; participation in the Women's Safety Project;
and participating in the Low-Income Area Planning Process. The group also had a social
function and activities such as a camping trip.
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Advocacy Program
The Women’s Centre Advocacy Program areas of advocacy that we encounter on a
daily basis are varied and include income assistance issues that involve many different
ministries such as the Ministry of Social Development and Social Innovation (MSDSI) the
Ministry of Employment Insurance (EI), as well as the Canadian Pension Plan (CPP) and
Old Age Security (OAS) programs.
We also assist with Residential Tenancy issues; we assist with arbitrations and disputes
with landlords and helping with housing applications. In addition, we assist women with
issues concerning the Vancouver Aboriginal Child and Family Services Society and the
Ministry of Children and Family Development.
The advocacy program sees as many as 100 women per week. In 2008, the Women’s
Centre was able to collaborate with the then Ministry of Housing and Social
Development (MHSD) where we developed a program to help fast track our Centre
members within the welfare system. Although, the representatives have changed over
the years, the project still remains here at the Women’s Drop-In three times per month.
We endeavor to inform women of their rights and to support women to exercise their
rights and to appeal decisions ruled against them and we support them in learning to
work within the system to gain these benefits. The women in the Downtown Eastside
already have many barriers which they must confront daily, including inadequate
housing, lack of systemic support with mental health issues, and an overwhelming
struggle to obtain fair and competent medical support.
With funding from the Law Foundation, we were able to increase public legal education
adding informational articles to the DEWC newsletter. In addition we expanded the
DEWC Resource list to include referral information for Advocacy and Legal services. A
particularly timely endeavor as since its completion the Women’s Centre has been
inundated with requests for the Resource Guide from all over the province.
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We have been and will continue to network with community agencies such as: Atira
Women’s Resource Society, the Women’s’ Health Collective, LifeSkills, Lookout
Housing, Raincity Housing, and Carnegie Outreach to name a few.
Finally, we look forward to continuing our community work, addressing larger systemic
issues and making connections that will support the members and the invaluable
education we receive from them to serve them best.
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Our Mission
Our mission is to provide for basic needs and to work
toward positive change for women and children in the
Downtown Eastside of Vancouver.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Our Purpose
The constitution of the Downtown Eastside Women's
Centre was written in 1978 upon incorporation and is still
relevant today:








To provide a comfortable, safe drop-in centre.
To provide recreation and self-help programs.
To act as a source of information by assisting women
with referrals concerning their needs.
To provide a social space and facilitate the
opportunity for women of diverse backgrounds to
interact and build community.
To educate the public and all levels of government
about issues concerning women in the area.
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